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Abstract. 

The aim of the present project is to obtain a set of bulk billets 100 mm long with UFG 
structure made of refractory metals such as tungsten and tantalum The previous positive 
experience of refining the tungsten's structure using equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) was 
taken into account. . ,   ,   . 

For the production of bulk billets with UFG structure having a more long-lengthed size 
than those obtained in our earlier works it has been necessary to introduce modifications into the 
die-set being used and to carry out updating of the whole die-set for ECAP. 

That is why the main objective of the first stage was to find a new approach to the 
modernization of pressing process, to design and manufacture a new die set and to test its work, 
using relatively long billets made of hard-to-deform refiractory metals. 

Keywords: severe plastic deformation, ultrafme-grained structure. Wand Ta. equal-channel angular 

pressing, refractory materials. 

Introduction. 

Within the frames of our previous projects EARO # 68171-99-M and # 68171-01-M-5641 
we demonstrated for the first time a possibility to refine the microstructure m such hard-to- 
deform and low-ductility materials as CP tungsten and its alloys by ECAP. Using these results it 
has become possible to find the decision of this new task of producing of longer-sized billets 
from W and Ta with uniform ultrafined structure by a design and fabrication ot a new 
specialized die-set, choice of the optimal route and the temperature and rate conditions of ECAP. 

The main purpose of the first stage of the project was the development of processing 
approaches for obtaining relatively long billets made of CP tungsten. 

1. Development and application of the processing approach. 

To implement of the project task, aimed at processing by equal-channel angular pressing 
(ECAP) of relatively long bulk nanostructured billets of pure W 10 mm in diameter and 100 mm 
in length with the grain size less than 0.5 ^im having enhanced mechanical properties, we 
developed a complex processing approach, which includes as follows: 

. Processing of rods 016 mm x 60 mm having ultrafme-grained (UFG) structure by 
FCAP 

•   Processing of rods 010 mm x 100 mm by means of direct pressing (extrusion) of ECAP 

billets. . . . . ,  ^ ^     ft 
.   Investigations of structure and mechanical properties of the billets m the initial state, atter 

ECA pressing and its subsequent direct pressing. 
For the first stage we applied the experience obtained during our previous project fiilfillment 
A necessity to combine ECA pressing with a subsequent extrusion is connected first ot all 

with technical task to produce billets having the relation L/d=8-10, that is essentially higher than 
a typical billet with L/d=5-6. ,    •., • •    *t,^ 

The enhanced length of the billet leads to additional problems connected with increasing the 
endurance of the die-set. . . 

Meanwhile, additional extrusion of the ECAP billets, according to our recent investigations 
of Ti materials, contributes to additional enhancing of mechanical properties. These were the 
reasons to determine the processing approach. 

To realize ECAP processes and extrusion during the next second quarter we will use press- 
forging equipment - hydropress DB2426 up tol60 tons by force with the velocity of traverse 
moving 6 mm/s and the crank press LKP up to 400 tons by force with a veloc^ of traverse 
moving up to 300 mm/s. We will also use two types of experimental die-sets for ECA pressing. 
The first one will be used, applying parts out of a heat-resistant alloy with an exploitation 



temperature up to 900 °C and the angle of channels intersection 135° (Fig. la). The second one 
is a special die-set with an angle of pressing channels intersection 120°, which is made out of 
high-strength tool alloy with the exploitation temperature up to 500 °C (Fig lb). To realize the 
eJrusion process we will use the die-set with removable forming matrixes, which provide 
varying of the extrusion coefficient. To analyze microstructure by transmission elecron 
microscopy (TEM) we use the microscope JEM-IOOB. For mechanical testing we will apply a 
special device for small samples'tensile testing with a computer control. 

Investigation of the ECAP of Ta aimed at processing of UFG structure, will be realized after 
receiving from The Customer of Ta rods. The special ECAP die-set was manufactured m frames 
of the other project. It allows using backpressure during ECAP. 

2. DesieningT manufacturing and testinyr of the die-set. 

For the realization of the given approach the following works were done. 
1. The working documentation of the die-set for ECAP W in isothermic conditions was 

developed and its main parts were produced. (Fig. 2a) . ^        j    -.u * 
One of the features of the die-set is that the shape-forming part is manufactured with two 

parallel vertical channels shifted relatively to each other. These channels are coraiected by the 
third channel at an angle of 120° to the vertical axis (Fig. lb). When using this type of a shape- 
forming parts two acts of shear sfraining are performed during one cycle of pressing. Ihis 
corresponds to the most optimal route of ECAP for producing of UFG W. 

To determine ECAP parameters the computer finite elements simulation using ANSIS 5.5- 
program was performed as well. The results of the simulation will be presented m the next 

2 The testing of the first die-set for ECAP was approbated (scheme - Fig. la). 
This type of die-set was made for the previous project and at present its technical testing is 

PfiTTlPO out 
The first experiments showed that the main shortcoming of this die set is a low resistance to 

crumpling of shape-forming elements when heated up to 1000-1200 °C. Its usage appears to be 
more effective at high temperatures of the billets consisting more than 1200°C, because the 
resistance to the deformation of W at these temperatures is 2-2,5 times less in comparison with 
the temperature of 1000 °C. It is planned to perform this process in the next quarter. 

3. The die set for extrusion of ECAP billets is designed and produced for extra 
microstructure refining and the required dimensions obtaining. 

Extrusion is proposed to be for the billets heated at 1000 °C. Extrusion rate parameters 
will be defined during the ongoing investigations. o<ii   mn 

The planned extrusion ratio will constitute 2, with the final billet's dimensions 011x120 

mm. 

135° A 
^ ^ 

^ 

y 

a) b) 

Fig.l. Principal schemes of the dies with an angle of channels intersection 135° (a) and 
with parallel pressing channels, intersecting at the angle 120° (b). 



Thus the first quarter work was aimed at developing the processing approach, which 
includes ECAP of W billets and their further direct pressing (extrusion). The modified die-sets 
were designed and their main parts were fabricated. However, still unsolved remains the problem 
of receiving of the initial materials. This problem is being solved now from our side as well as 
from the side of our partner. 

a) b) 

Fig. 2.  Main parts of the special die-set with parallel pressing channels, intersecting at the 
angle 120° (a), ferrule, punches, insertion parts and matrixes for extrusion (b) 

3. Tasks for the second quarter. 

hi fi:ames of the second quarter we are planning to conduct the following work: 
- To accomplish fabrication and to approbate the experimental die-set with parallel 

pressing channels; 
- To conduct investigations on extrusion of W billets, aimed at selecting the processing 

regimes; . • i     A    c r^ A 
- To conduct microstructure characterization of the W and Ta initial materials, alter bCA 

pressing and extrusion. 
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